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Abstract  
The main purpose of this research is to investigate an integration of mediation and 
moderation. When the effect of X on Y is moderated by Z, does this moderating effect still 
exist when we include another moderator W, which is related to Z. In contrast to a mediated 
effect being moderated in current integrated models, here the moderating effect is mediated. 
We simulated and analyzed data using ‘R’ under several conditions and checked the times the 
moderation by Z was actually mediated by W. We set up a four step decision-tree which 
guides the user trough the steps of the regression analyses in order to infer or refute mediated 
moderation.  
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Many (psychological) studies involve the analysis of mediating and/or moderating 
effects. And while the methods for assessing mediation and moderation have been well 
established and studied, methods for testing integrations of the two are still under 
consideration (Edwards & Lambert, 2007). The main purpose of this paper is to investigate 
an integration of mediation and moderation where the initial moderating effect of a variable is 
mediated by another moderator variable. To differentiate between ‘mediating’ variables we 
will use W to indicate a mediating moderator. (see figure 1)1. 
 
Figure 1. Basic concept of the integration. Note that Z should  
be a moderator when W is not included in the model. 
 
Inference on mediation 
Mediation analysis is commonly carried out by means of regression analysis by 
checking whether an independent variable X has an effect on a variable M which in turn has 
an effect on a dependent variable Y (see figure 2). In addition, the effect of X on Y without 
considering M in the equation should be larger in absolute value than the effect of X on Y in 
the equation with M included (MacKinnon, Fairchild & Fritz, 2007). Mediation in path 
analysis is defined as an indirect effect of one variable on another (Shrout & Bolger, 2002). 
                                                          
1
 Error terms of endogenous variables are not shown in the figures throughout this paper. 
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In figure 2 of an impure mediation model, the path ‘e’ and ‘f’ together represent the 
mediation effect (the multiplication of the parameter estimates gives an estimate of the 
mediation effect) (Iacobucci, Saldanha & Deng, 2007). The path ‘g’ is the residual direct 
effect (after inclusion of a mediator). The effect of the independent variable on the dependent 
variable is partly mediated by the upper variable, which can be called the mediating variable 
(or mediator).  
 
Figure 2. Graphical representation of a basic impure mediation model. 
 
The most common method to assess mediation, by Baron and Kenny (1986), is to 
estimate three (regression) equations (using least squares estimation): 
 
Y = β10 + β1XX + ε1       (1) 
M = β20+β2XX + ε2       (2) 
Y = β30 + β3XX + β3MM +ε3      (3) 
 
and to identify mediation, four conditions must be met. First, the effect of X on Y in Equation 
1 (β1X)2 should be different from zero. Secondly, X has to have an effect on the proposed 
                                                          
2
 Many authors have different ways of using subscripts. Here a β is used for unknown population 
parameters. The first subscript is used to identify the model from which it originates; the second is used to 
identify the variable for which it is an effect-indicator (e.g. β2X is the population parameter of the effect of X in 
the second model). Estimates of the population parameters which are tested are depicted as lower case Latin 
letters (e.g. b2X is the estimate of β2X). 
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mediator M (β2X). Then in Equation 3 an effect of M has to exist, controlling for X (β3M). 
Finally, the direct effect of X on Y in Equation 3 (β3X) has to be smaller than the effect of X 
on Y in Equation 1 (β1X), in absolute value (Muller, Judd & Yzerbyt, 2005). Edwards and 
Lambert (2007) add that when all conditions are met and the estimate of β3X (b3X) remains 
significant, one concludes partial mediation, and when b3X is non-significant, one concludes 
complete mediation. 
The first step in the Baron and Kenny (1986) method is somewhat under debate. 
Especially in more complex models with multiple mediators, Shrout and Bolger (2002) have 
shown that the first step is not a necessary one and they argue that it should be removed from 
the step-wise approach, as to protect the researcher from making a type-II-error and losing 
power by discarding the mediation model as a whole. 
Inference on moderation 
In moderation, or interaction, the strength of the relationship between two variables is 
affected by a third variable (Morgan-Lopez & MacKinnon, 2006). The general approach in 
moderation analysis to what is commonly called linear-by-linear interaction (Aiken & West, 
1991) is to estimate a regression model in which the dependent variable Y is regressed on X, 
the moderating variable Z and the product of Z and X (ZX).  
 
Y = β40 + β4XX + β4ZZ + β4(ZX)ZX + ε4    (4) 
Y = [β40 + β4ZZ] + [β4X + β4(ZX)Z]X + ε4.    (4a) 
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These regression equations are written in two equivalent ways, where Equation 4a shows how 
the effect of X is dependent on Z. The significance test for b4(ZX) is used for inferring 
moderation (Edwards &Lambert, 2007). 
In the graphical representation of a moderation model in figure 3, the path indicated 
by ‘a’ is the moderated effect, and path ‘b’ shows the moderating effect. The upper-most 
variable moderates the effect, and should therefore be called a moderating variable, or 
moderator. The independent variable should not be called the moderated variable since only 
its effect on the dependent variable is moderated.  
 
Figure 3. Representation of a basic moderation model. 
 
Interpretation of the main effects of Z on Y (b4Z) and of X on Y (b4X) is only 
permissible when the interaction effect is non-significant because in case of interaction the 
estimates b4X and b4Z are rather restricted conditional effects (Hayes & Matthes, 2009). For 
instance, b4X can then be seen as the difference expected in Y, between two cases of which 
the first has a one unit higher score on X, and both have scores zero on Z. In many cases this 
differentiation may not be that informative. However, when data are mean centered (i.e. in 
deviation form) the estimate b4X is the expected difference in Y between two cases with a one 
unit difference in X and mean scores on Z. 
Apart from the added value of interpretation, mean centering can also decrease the 
correlation of lower order terms with their product-terms, thus decreasing non-essential 
multicollinearity (Cohen, Cohen, West & Aiken, 2003). Because we have multiple interaction 
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terms with the same variables we will use centered data for our analyses, which is justified 
since mean centering does not influence the parameter estimates for product terms (Croon, 
2011). 
 
Integrations of mediation and moderation 
Integrations of mediation and moderation in the literature begin with a mediation 
model, where effects from and/or to the mediator are moderated by a fourth variable (Baron 
& Kenny, 1986; Edwards & Lambert, 2007; Morgan-Lopez &MacKinnon, 2006; Muller et 
al., 2005). The lack of sensible differentiation of ‘mediated moderation’ and ‘moderated 
mediation’ has notably led to some confusion among authors and calls for a systematic 
approach. In mediated moderation a moderating effect is mediated, whereas in moderated 
mediation one or more paths in a mediation model are moderated.  
Not only the models, but also the effects and variables within models can be named 
after their contributions. We have already discussed this in models of mediation and 
moderation separately, but the approach also applies to integrated models. In figure 4 of our 
mediated moderation model, the path ‘a’ represents the moderated effect, whereas ‘b’ and ‘d’ 
represent moderating effects. The combined paths ‘c’ and ‘d’ represent the mediated 
moderating effect.  
 
Figure 4. Mediated moderation. Note that only the effects of interest are depicted. 
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One should take care, however, not to over-generalize these terms to more complex models, 
since variables can have different functions simultaneously. 
 In moderated mediation models, using the approach of Edwards and Lambert (2007), 
the model shown in figure 5 would be coined ‘first and second-stage’ moderated mediation. 
Effect ‘h’ is a first stage moderated mediation effect, ‘j’ the second stage moderated 
mediation effect, effect ‘i’ can be called first stage moderating effect, and lastly ‘k’ is the 
second stage moderating effect.  
Figure 5. First and second stage moderated mediation,  
as coined by Edwards and Lambert (2007). 
 The current use of the term ‘mediated moderation’ was proposed by Baron and Kenny 
(1986; see also Morgan-Lopez & MacKinnon, 2006) and is a special case of moderated 
mediation. Because this model is analytically the same as a first stage moderated mediation 
model (see figure 6) it contributes to the confusion about how to differentiate mediated 
moderation and moderated mediation (Edwards & Lambert, 2007). 
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Figure 6. The mediated moderation model 
 of Baron and Kenny. 
 
Testing current mediated moderation 
In the current specification, one assesses mediated moderation by checking whether a 
basic moderation model can be also be explained by a first stage moderated mediation model, 
using regression analysis. 
 
Y = β40 + β4XX + β4ZZ + β4(ZX)ZX + ε4    (4) 
M= β50 + β5XX + β5ZZ + β5(ZX)ZX + ε5    (5) 
Y= β60 + β6XX + β6MM + β6ZZ + β6(ZX)ZX+ ε6   (6) 
 
If b5(ZX) is significant, and b6(ZX) is smaller in absolute value than b4(ZX), mediated moderation 
is inferred (Morgan-Lopez & Mackinnon, 2006). Note that this method does not include any 
significance test for the difference in moderation effect between Equation 4 and 6. 
Research question 
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Our initial research question is: “What happens if we include a wrong moderator Z in 
a model, which is related to the true moderator W”.  Specifically, we are interested in the 
behavior of the regression coefficients of both moderators when we regress Y on the three 
variables, with interactions of Z and X and of W and X. Mediated moderation is inferred 
based on a significant effect of Z on W. Figure 7 shows the model in which the moderating 
effect of the initial moderator is explained and mediated by that of a fourth variable, the true 
moderator.  
 
Figure 7. Moderated mediation. The initial moderating effect becomes non-significant after inclusion of 
the true moderator. 
The theoretical use of this ‘mediated moderation’ model can for instance be found in 
cross-cultural and cross-national studies. Suppose a researcher is interested in the effect of 
educational level on tolerance towards euthanasia. An interesting question would be whether 
this effect differs across countries, say between the Netherlands and Japan. It could be that in 
Japan educational level does not have an effect, while in the Netherlands higher educated 
people are more tolerant than the lower educated.  
The variable ‘country’ would in the traditional sense be regarded as the moderating 
variable. However, the geolocational property of a country is unlikely to have any direct 
influence on the effect and such a variable is substantively not very informative either. Rather, 
the effect of education on tolerance may be influenced by different educational systems in 
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both countries. The moderating effect of country can thus be explained by, or may be 
mediated through the country’s educational system. 
Since the literature does not have any references to such a model, it is necessary to 
investigate further the validity of this model, comparing it to the existing models of mediation 
and moderation. Because the model does has not yet been considered, the analyses will be of 
an exploratory nature. We deem it important that new models are available to anyone and we 
therefore propose a 4-step decision-tree which guides users through the assessment of 
mediated moderation. We will discuss whether the application always works, and if not, the 
situations in which it doesn’t and finally the implications for moderation analysis will be 
discussed. 
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Method 
Our proposed model 
 Logically incorporating mediation analysis in moderation model means that we again 
have to estimate 3 regression equations. We use the letter W instead of M to indicate that the 
mediating moderator W has a different function in our model than M has in the other models. 
In Equation 4, one examines whether Z is a moderator for the effect of X on Y when the true 
moderator (W) is not considered in the model. Equation 7 includes the interaction term WX 
(as well as the conditional effect term W) to examine whether Z remains a moderator when 
W is included as a moderator in the regression analysis. Finally, model 8 describes the effect 
(if any) of the initial moderator Z on W and variable X is included for generalizability.  
 
Y =  β40 + β4XX + β4ZZ + β4(ZX)ZX + ε4      (4) 
            Y =  β70 + β7XX + β7ZZ + β7(ZX)ZX + β7WW + β7(WX)WX + ε7  (7) 
or Y =  β70 + [β7ZZ + β7WW] + [β7X + β7(ZX)Z+ β7(WX)W]X + ε7  (7a) 
            W = β80 + β8ZZ+ β8XX+ ε8       (8) 
 
Applying the same principles of testing mediation and moderation will result in 
inference on the mediated moderation effect, which is done based on four parameter 
estimates. To determine pure mediation of the moderating effect one would have to find that 
there is a moderating effect of Z without considering W (i.e. β4(ZX)≠0) , that the moderating 
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effect of Z is not present when W is included as a moderator (i.e. β7(ZX)=0) 3,  that W 
moderates the effect of X (i.e. β7(WX)≠0) and that Z has an effect on W (i.e. β8Z≠0) 
There are several situations, based on our model, where W can be a mediator of the 
moderating effect of Z, all of which are based on the three characteristics that Z has an effect 
on W, Z is a moderator of the effect of X on Y when W is not taken into account, and the 
moderating effect of Z is weaker when W is taken into account. We will, however, restrict 
our discussion to linear by linear moderation of continuous variables and the situation in 
which W is a pure mediator of the moderating effect of Z (i.e. Z does not have a moderating 
effect in the population). Figure 8 gives a more general path model of impure mediated 
moderation, where the exogenous variables X and Z have an unanalyzed covariance. In case 
of pure mediated moderation, the straight arrow from Z downward becomes redundant (i.e. 
β7(ZX)Z = 0).  
 
Figure 8. Generalized mediated moderation 
Assessment 
                                                          
3
 This paper only addresses the pure mediation of the moderating effect: impure mediated moderation is 
similarly determined but with the looser restriction |β7(ZX)|< |β7(ZX)| instead of β7(ZX)=0. 
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 Assessing mediated moderation involves a 4-step approach starting at assessing the 
moderating effect of a variable Z. The first question to answer is therefore: “Is Z a significant 
moderator when W is not included in the model?” To answer this question, we test for the 
significance of b4Z.  When b4Z is not significant, one can stop assessing mediated moderation4. 
If so, the next question will be: “Is W a significant moderator when both Z and W are 
included as moderators (that is: is b7(WX) significantly different from zero)?” If not, W does 
not mediate the moderating effect. When b7(WX) is significant, we proceed to answering the 
third question: “Does the moderating effect of Z become non-significant after inclusion of W 
in the model (does b7(ZW) fail to be significant)?”. If not, there are a number of possibilities, 
which will be evaluated in short later. If so, the remaining question to be answered for 
assessing mediated moderation is: “Does Z have a significant effect on W (is b8W 
significant)?” If not, one could conclude a case of spurious moderation. However, when this 
last question is also answered positively one will have found that the moderating effect of Z 
is mediated by W (ergo mediated moderation is assessed). In figure 9 this decision tree is 
shown.   
                                                          
4
 For clarity’s sake Type-I and II errors are not taken in to account here. 
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Figure 9. Decision tree for assessing mediated moderation using step-wise regression analysis. 
When using this decision-tree one will obviously decide ‘no’ in some cases. However, 
all is not lost when some criteria for moderated mediation are not found. In this section we 
will discuss what conclusions can be drawn if one step does not lead to the following. 
 When in Step 1 no moderating effect of Z is found, one can stop the analysis for 
mediated moderation. When in the next step the fourth variable (e.g. W) is not a significant 
moderator, one could use another confounding moderator and repeat Step 2. Note that 
choosing these confounders should be based on theoretical rather than statistical arguments. 
When another moderator is found and in Step 3 of the decision-tree and Z still 
remains significant, one may conclude a multiple moderator model, which may again 
undergo the same prescribed steps for assessing mediated moderation, and assess impure (or 
partially) mediated moderation of certain moderators. The behavior of these analyses needs to 
be investigated but surpass the scope of this paper. 
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If, however, Z does fail to be a moderator when W is included as a moderator but 
there is no effect of Z on W, one will conclude that there is a spurious (i.e. non-authentic) 
moderating effect of Z. Due  to lack of time, space and scope, not all of these possibilities 
have been explicitly recorded. However, the reader might be able to infer the quantitative 
data for some of these alternatives from the results described below. 
Simulation 
To study the behavior of our decision-tree, we used the open-source programming 
software ‘R’ (CRAN, 2011) to generate data from the (true) model 
 
Y= βX X + βZ Z +  βW W + βWX WX + εY.    (9) 
 
We manipulated the 3 continuous variables to determine the effect of the manipulation on the 
regression parameter estimates of interest in our decision-tree. For datasets of n=100 or 
n=250, we studied the effects of parameter values for βWX of -.4, -.2, 0, .2 and .4. The other 
regression coefficients were kept equal to .3. We further evaluated the effect of the 
correlation between Z and W at ρZW=.0, .3 and .6. The correlations between X and W and 
between X and Z were held constant at .4. See Appendix A for the R simulation syntax.   
For these 2*5*3=30 conditions we will report the results in two ways. Firstly we will 
give the conjunctional results. That is, we determined how often the steps of the decision-tree 
were successively answered with ‘yes’. Secondly we give the results in its primary form, in 
proportions of ‘yes’ answers per step, independent of the result from the other steps. 
Predictions 
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It is important to, a priori, determine relationships between the parameters, based on 
the relationships between the variables. Since we assume that we have included the wrong 
moderator in a regression, we need to derive which aspects influence the parameter β4ZX in 
Equation 4. Croon (2011) has derived that in a population model for three independent 
variables: 
 
       
	

	





      (10)  
 
 where βWX is the moderating effect of W in the true model, σ represents the variance of the 
respective variable and ρ indicated an element from the correlation matrix  
 
     
 
The result only holds when applied to population data and is based on the assumption that W 
is the true moderator, while Z is treated as moderator instead and when all variables are 
assumed to be normally distributed.  
Equation 10 implies that we can expect to find significant moderator effects of Z more 
often than can be expected from the chosen level of significance. We use the ‘convenient’ 
(Fisher, 1925/2000, chapter 3 ¶ 5) level of significance, or expected Type-I error rate, of .05 
for all parameters estimates in our simulations. When the moderating effect of W increases, 
the variance of W increases, the variance of Z decreases, the correlation ZW increases, the 
product of the correlations WZ and ZX increases and/or the squared correlation ZX decreases, 
  Z W X 
Z 1 ρZW ρZX 
W ρZW 1 ρWX 
X ρZX ρWX 1 
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the Type-I error rate will increase. We predict that the Type-I error rate for the regression 
parameter for the moderating effect of Z will be inflated (i.e. we will find a moderating effect 
of Z more than 5% of the time) as a function of the moderating effect of W and the 
correlation ρZW. This prediction is justified since all other variables from Equation 10 are kept 
constant throughout our study. 
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Results 
  Table 1 gives the conjunctive distributions in proportion of 10,000 simulations, for 
each condition, where the steps up to and including that given in the column header were 
answered with ‘yes’. For example: the proportion .0861 in the upper row for Step 3 indicates 
that in 861 simulations Step 3 was answered with ‘yes’ when Step 1 and 2 were also 
answered with ‘yes’. 
Table 2 gives the primary distributions of the steps. The elements indicate which 
proportion of the 10,000 simulations gave the required result irrespective of the other results. 
Note that the primary distribution for assessing mediated moderation is the same as the 
conditional proportion that Z has an effect on W and that the primary and conjunctive 
proportions for Step 1 are identical. 
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Table 1 
 
Conjunctional distributions of ‘yes’ answers per condition. 
 
αWX ρZW Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 
Mediated 
Moderation 
n=100 
-0,4 0 0.1158 0.1120 0.0861 0.0308 0.0308 
0,3 0.2977 0.2691 0.2508 0.1190 0.1190 
0,6 0.7011 0.6102 0.5967 0.5967 0.5967 
-0,2 0 0.0731 0.0393 0.0251 0.0098 0.0098 
0,3 0.1408 0.0720 0.0654 0.0313 0.0313 
0,6 0.2897 0.1075 0.1068 0.1068 0.1068 
0 0 0.0478 0.0020 0.0003 0.0001 0.0001 
0,3 0.0502 0.0024 0.0014 0.0004 0.0004 
0,6 0.0512 0.0026 0.0011 0.0011 0.0011 
0,2 0 0.0644 0.0325 0.0206 0.0084 0.0084 
0,3 0.1330 0.0607 0.0546 0.0260 0.0260 
0,6 0.2489 0.0751 0.0744 0.0744 0.0744 
0,4 0 0.1140 0.1097 0.0848 0.0289 0.0289 
0,3 0.3473 0.3340 0.3169 0.1525 0.1525 
0,6 0.7036 0.6086 0.5929 0.5929 0.5929 
n=250 
-0,4 0 0.1601 0.1601 0.1335 0.1025 0.1025 
0,3 0.6349 0.6349 0.6087 0.4821 0.4821 
0,6 0.9663 0.9645 0.9213 0.9213 0.9213 
-0,2 0 0.0818 0.0707 0.0446 0.0353 0.0353 
0,3 0.2274 0.1788 0.1658 0.1339 0.1339 
0,6 0.4885 0.3044 0.3014 0.3014 0.3014 
0 0 0.0489 0.0019 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 
0,3 0.0504 0.0016 0.0010 0.0008 0.0008 
0,6 0.0494 0.0020 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 
0,2 0 0.0859 0.0763 0.0499 0.0384 0.0384 
0,3 0.2256 0.1756 0.1623 0.1323 0.1323 
0,6 0.5824 0.4293 0.4235 0.4235 0.4235 
0,4 0 0.1672 0.1672 0.1394 0.1079 0.1079 
0,3 0.6300 0.6300 0.6035 0.4790 0.4790 
  0,6 0.9693 0.9676 0.9272 0.9272 0.9272 
Note. The proportions indicate the steps successively answered with 'yes'. Four times 
‘yes’ indicates mediated moderation. 
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Table 2 
 
Primary distributions of ‘yes’ answers per condition.  
 
βWX ρZW Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 
Mediated 
Moderation 
n=100 
-0,4 0 0.1158 0.9607 0.9506 0.4785 0.0308 
0,3 0.2977 0.9024 0.9495 0.3793 0.1190 
0,6 0.7011 0.8710 0.9476 0.9999 0.5967 
-0,2 0 0.0731 0.5734 0.9484 0.4717 0.0098 
0,3 0.1408 0.4959 0.9526 0.3839 0.0313 
0,6 0.2897 0.3789 0.9527 0.9999 0.1068 
0 0 0.0478 0.0499 0.9516 0.4806 0.0001 
0,3 0.0502 0.0493 0.9505 0.3734 0.0004 
0,6 0.0512 0.0506 0.9485 1.0000 0.0011 
0,2 0 0.0644 0.4618 0.9519 0.4825 0.0084 
0,3 0.1330 0.4438 0.9494 0.3783 0.0260 
0,6 0.2489 0.3111 0.9489 0.9998 0.0744 
0,4 0 0.1140 0.9563 0.9516 0.4698 0.0289 
0,3 0.3473 0.9561 0.9568 0.3797 0.1525 
0,6 0.7036 0.8663 0.9478 0.9999 0.5929 
n=250 
-0,4 0 0.1601 1.0000 0.9491 0.8601 0.1025 
0,3 0.6349 1.0000 0.9509 0.7483 0.4821 
0,6 0.9663 0.9981 0.9478 1.0000 0.9213 
-0,2 0 0.0818 0.8651 0.9488 0.8544 0.0353 
0,3 0.2274 0.7940 0.9500 0.7534 0.1339 
0,6 0.4885 0.6310 0.9489 1.0000 0.3014 
0 0 0.0489 0.0470 0.9510 0.8585 0.0005 
0,3 0.0504 0.0476 0.9518 0.7604 0.0008 
0,6 0.0494 0.0486 0.9508 1.0000 0.0010 
0,2 0 0.0859 0.8931 0.9479 0.8580 0.0384 
0,3 0.2256 0.7908 0.9504 0.7471 0.1323 
0,6 0.5824 0.7350 0.9483 1.0000 0.4235 
0,4 0 0.1672 0.9999 0.9491 0.8628 0.1079 
0,3 0.6300 0.9999 0.9505 0.7510 0.4790 
  0,6 0.9693 0.9981 0.9518 1.0000 0.9272 
Note. The proportions indicate how often each step is answered with 'yes' irrespective 
of the other steps. 
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The results show as expected that, dependent on the correlation between the proposed 
and the true moderator, the probability of making a Type-I error for the wrong moderator 
becomes greatly inflated. But more importantly even, is that this also occurs as a function of 
the moderating effect of W itself. 
The probability of finding an effect of Z on W is dependent on the correlation 
between the two variables, but, more interestingly, the number of significant results first 
decreases and then increases again (see Croon, 2011, for the mathematical proof of this 
parabolic-like behavior). 
 Our results also show a detrimental effect of including a correlated non-moderating 
variable as a moderator on the probability of finding a significant result for the true 
moderator. The second column of the primary results shows that the number of significant 
results diminishes when the correlation between W and Z increases, keeping all other things 
constant.  
 When sample size increases, the probability of finding a significant result for the 
moderating effect of Z also increases, thus making more Type-I errors. The overall 
probabilities of finding a significant result for the moderating effect of W increases with 
sample size. As far as our results go, the effect of including both Z and W as moderators on 
the probability of finding a significant result for the moderating effect of Z does not depend 
on sample size. For the effect of Z on W, we found the same parameter behavior in both 
sample sizes, albeit that a larger sample size means larger overall significant results. Finally, 
the probability of assessing mediated moderation increases with sample size. 
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Discussion  
Model testing 
One should take caution when using a test for model comparison between Equation 4 
and 7 to make inference on the moderating effect of W. Since Equation 4, without W, is 
nested in Equation 7 (i.e. Equation 4 is a special case of Equation 7 by assuming that β7W=0 
and β7(WX) =0) one might want to use a test for model comparison (e.g. an R2-change test). 
However, preferably the effect of ZX (b7(ZX)) becomes non-significant after the inclusion of 
the W terms and the WX (b7(WX)) term is significant. Moreover, Equation 7 does not have to 
explain significantly more variance than Equation 4, but we are more interested in 
qualitatively explaining variance. 
Alternatives for regression 
 We could have also estimated our mediated moderation model depicted in figure 8 
using a Structural Equation Model (SEM) (Kline, 2005), but because we are interested in the 
explicit step-by-step decisions that have to be made in order to assess the presence of 
mediated moderation we have used step-wise regression analysis to do the job. The option to 
use regression analyses will, we hope, also lower the threshold for researchers to use our 
method.  
 However, we do use SEM for the comparison of the Baron and Kenny (1986) model, 
and our model of mediated moderation. Since the sets of regression models which are used in 
the two models are different, testing whether both models fit the same data equally well is an 
important part of assessing whether the models statistically differ.  
Comparison of ‘mediated moderation’ models 
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 If we assume that the variables M and W are in principle the same, we are able to 
deduce what parameters differ between the models. The regression equation of Y in the 
Baron and Kenny model can be written as (see Appendix B for the derivations): 
 
YBK  = βY0 + βYMβM0 + (βYX + βYMβMX) X + (βYMβMZ)Z + (βYMβMZX) ZX + (βYM)εM + εY (11) 
 
Similarly, the regression of Y in our model can be written as  
 
YMeMo   = βY0 + βYWβW0 + (βYX+ βYWX βW0) X + (εWβYWX)X + (βYZ + βYWβWZ)Z +  
      (βYWXβWZ)ZX +  εY           (12) 
 
This shows that the models for regressing Y are not identical and that the most important 
difference is that the mediated moderation model includes a random effect of X. That is, the 
regression parameter of X depends on the random component εW (Christensen, 2000).  
To test whether the models are statistically equivalent or not, and thus whether or not they 
can answer different research questions we fitted both models using AMOS 18 (IBM) to the 
same covariance matrix of a data set generated under our model with the variable parameters 
set to n=250, βWX = -0.2 and ρZW = 0.3. If the models are equivalent, the same results would 
be found for each model. 
Our model fitted the data very acceptably, while the Baron and Kenny (1986) model 
did not (see Table 3). The probability that our model fitted the data perfectly was .617 (χ2 = 
0.966 with df = 2) . Also the descriptive fit indices provided very acceptable results (Kline, 
2005).  The Baron and Kenny model however did not fit the data very well. The probability 
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that the Baron and Kenny model fitted the data perfectly was .003 (χ2 = 11.662 with df = 2). 
Also the descriptive fit indices indicated very poor fit. 
Table 3 
Desriptive statistics for model evaluation. 
  
Statistical indices Descriptives 
    χ
2 df p-value AGFI TLI 
Mediated moderation 0.966 2 0.617 0.986 1.029 
Baron and Kenny model 11.662 2 0.003 0.842 0.730 
Note. Only models with AGFI and TLI values greater than .95 are acceptable. 
 
The SEM analysis shows that the models were statistically non-equivalent and could 
be used to answer different research questions. Mediated moderation in its literal form as we 
have used it, is not just a special case of moderated mediation as is the Baron and Kenny 
(1986) model.  
Future research 
 The decrease in power for the true moderator W as a function of the correlation 
between W and Z should be carefully examined since in social and behavioral sciences low to 
moderated correlations often exist between variables and causality (of moderating variables) 
is often difficult to determine. We have not been able to find the reason for finding these 
results.  
In order to assess impure mediated moderation, we have argued that the looser 
restriction |β5(ZX)|< |β4(ZX)| might be implemented. One idea is to adapt the method by Clogg, 
Petkova and Haritou (1995) to test for a significant change in a parameter in two  nested 
models. This was, however beyond the scope of this paper to investigate. 
Final remarks 
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We would like to stress the importance for any researcher using moderators in 
regression analysis to become aware of the pitfalls of including the wrong moderator in a 
model. Researchers can gain research validity when they would not only address confounding 
variables as such, but also confounding moderators. More research is necessary to investigate 
the behavior of parameters of moderators in multiple moderator models.  
Throughout this research we have assumed that we knew that the included moderator 
was wrong. Needless to say this will not be the case in ‘real-life’. But because low to 
moderately correlated variables can already have detrimental effects of the reliability of 
regression estimates, we urge researchers to consider, when plausible, other moderators in 
regression models to protect their results, and the literature, from reporting false moderator 
effects.  
Finally, we showed that making Type-I errors in moderation analysis can occur very 
frequently. Fortunately, all is not lost. Our results indicate that the solution is very simple: 
just include another moderator and see what happens. When one of two proposed variables is 
not a moderator, the regression analysis will show exactly that (see result of Step 3). Also, 
when in doubt, inclusion of two moderator variables has now been shown to be fairly robust 
way of determining which one is the true moderator. We do however stress the importance of 
more research to find out how robust this method is under different conditions and on real 
data. 
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Appendix A:  
R simulation syntax (starts from next line) 
#Simulation and analysis of a Mediated Moderation model 
#First Year Paper 
#Geert van Kollenburg, BSc 
#Dr. Marcel Croon 
#Tilburg University 
#G.H.vanKollenburg@uvt.nl 
 
#loading R package MASS for multivariate normal sampling 
#note that MASS needs to be downloaded already. 
library(MASS) 
 
#INPUT OF PARAMETERS 
 
# number of respondents per dataset 
n <- 100 
 
#number of runs 
nrun <- 100 
 
# model for y 
#y = Bz(z) + Bw(w) + Bx(x) + Bwx(wx) + eY 
Bz<-0.3 
Bw<- 0.3 
Bx<-0.3 
Bwx<- -0.2 #tested for (-.4 , -.2 , 0 , .2 , .4) 
eY<- rnorm(n) 
 
#correlation z,w #tested for (0 , .3 , .6) 
corzw<-0.0  
#correlation x,w (Not varied) 
corxw<-0.4 
#correlation x,z (Not varied) 
corxz<-0.4 
 
#mu and Sigma 
mu<-c(0,0,0) 
Sigma<-matrix(c(1,corxz,corxw,corxz,1,corzw,corxw,corzw,1),3,3) 
 
#END INPUT 
 
#SIMULATION AND ANALYSES 
 
#creating a matrix for the p-values 
pval <- matrix(0,nrun,4) 
 
#runs 
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for(irun in 1:nrun) 
{ 
 u <- mvrnorm(n, mu, Sigma, tol = 1e-6, empirical = FALSE) 
 x <- u[,1] 
 z <- u[,2] 
 w <- u[,3] 
 y <- (Bz)*(z) + (Bw)*(w) + (Bx)*(x) + (Bwx)*(w*x) + eY 
 res1 <- summary(lm(y~z+x+z*x)) 
 res2 <- summary(lm(y~x+z+w+z*x+w*x)) 
 res3 <- summary(lm(w~z+x)) 
 
#  
#  Is Z a significant moderator when W is not included in model?  
# 
 pval[irun,1] <- res1$coefficients[4,4] 
# 
# Is W a significant moderator when both Z and W are included as moderators? 
# 
 pval[irun,2] <- res2$coefficients[6,4] 
# 
# Does Z fail to be a significant moderator whenboth Z and W are included as 
moderator? 
# 
 pval[irun,3] <- res2$coefficients[5,4] 
# 
# Does Z have a significant effect on W? 
# 
 pval[irun,4] <- res3$coefficients[2,4] 
# 
} 
 
# 
# Probabilities of correct responses (separate) 
# 
v1 <- pval[,1]<0.05 
v2 <- pval[,2]<0.05 
v3 <- pval[,3]>0.05 
v4 <- pval[,4]<0.05 
p1 <- sum(as.numeric(v1))/nrun 
p2 <- sum(as.numeric(v2))/nrun 
p3 <- sum(as.numeric(v3))/nrun 
p4 <- sum(as.numeric(v4))/nrun 
# 
# Probability of correct global decision 
# 
vt <- (v1==TRUE & v2==TRUE & v3==TRUE & v4==TRUE) 
pt <- sum(as.numeric(vt))/nrun 
 
#number of times we decided 'yes' conditional on the priors. 
decision1yes<-nrow(pval[v1==T,]) 
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decision2yes<-nrow(pval[v1==T&v2==T,]) 
decision3yes<-nrow(pval[v1==T&v2==T&v3==T,]) 
decision4yes<-nrow(pval[v1==T&v2==T&v3==T&v4==T,]) 
 
#OUTPUT 
 
#marginal correct decisions 
#p1=Is Z a significant moderator when W is not included in model? 
#p2=Is W significant moderator when both Z and W are included as moderator? 
#p3=Does Z fail to be a significant moderator when both Z and W are included as moderator? 
#p4=Does Z have a significant effect on W? 
#pt=Proportion of overall correct decision of mediated moderation 
P<-c(p1,p2,p3,p4,pt) 
P 
 
#conditional correct decisions  
#4-step decision tree 
 
nrun 
c(decision1yes/nrun,decision2yes/nrun,decision3yes/nrun,decision4yes/nrun,pt) 
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Appendix B.  
Derivations for comparing the regression models. W and M are assumed to essentially 
be the same variable, but play different roles in each model. 
Baron and Kenny (BK) model  
M  = βM0 + βMZZ +βMX X + βMZX ZX + εM 
YBK  = βY0 + βYX X + βYM M + εY 
SUBSTITUTING FOR M GIVES 
YBK = βY0 + βYX X + βYM[βM0 + βMZZ +βMX X + βMZX ZX + εM] + εY 
            = βY0 + βYX X + βYMβM0 + (βYMβMZ)Z + (βYMβMX)X + (βYMβMZX) ZX + (βYM) εM + εY 
REWRITING THIS EXPRESSION GIVES 
YBK  = βY0 + βYMβM0 + (βYX + βYMβMX) X + (βYMβMZ)Z + (βYMβMZX) ZX + (βYM) εM + εY 
OUR MODEL:  
W  = βW0 + βWZ Z + εW 
YMeMo = βY0 + βYX X + βYZ Z + βYW W + βYWX WX + εY 
SUBSTITUTING FOR W GIVES 
YMeMo = βY0 + βYX X + βYZ Z + βYW[βW0 + βWZ Z + εW] + βYWXX[βW0 + βWZ Z + εW] + εY 
YMeMo = βY0 + βYX X + βYZ Z + βYWβW0 + (βYWβWZ) Z +(βYW) eW + (βYWX βW0) X + 
(βYWXβWZ)XZ + εW(βYWXX) + εY 
REWRITING THE EXPRESSION GIVES  
YMeMo   = βY0 + βYWβW0 + (βYX+ βYWX βW0) X + (εWβYWX)X + (βYZ + βYWβWZ)Z + 
(βYWXβWZ)ZX + εY 
COMPARISON OF THE TWO REGRESSIONS ON Y 
YBK  = βY0 + βYMβM0 + (βYX + βYMβMX) X + (βYMβMZ)Z + (βYMβMZX) ZX + (βYM) εM + εY 
YMeMo   = βY0 + βYWβW0 + (βYX+ βYWX βW0) X + (εWβYWX)X + (βYZ + βYWβWZ)Z + 
(βYWXβWZ)ZX +  εY 
 
